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PROPERTY

ARCHI-STUDIO ARCHITECTS 
011 432 0085
Established in 1987, Archi-studio Architects 
has developed a reputation for designing 
contemporary buildings that take into 
account the unique features of their sites. 
This ethos is in evidence at this magnificent 
lodge, where the architecture leverages key 
elements in the environment, from views 
to vegetation. Archi-studio places firm 
emphasis on sustainable design. 

UNDER THE 
MILKBERRY TREE
IT’S THE TENSION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AND 
OPPOSING POLARITIES THAT MAKES THIS LODGE SO INTRIGUING

BY LISA WITEPSKI  •  PROJECT CONSULTANT GLYNIS KEARNEY
PROPERTY COORDINATOR MARLIZE DU RAND
PHOTOGRAPHER BRONWYN ALYSON
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n the one hand, it was designed as a 
holiday home to be used by a family; on 
the other, it also serves as a public lodge. 
It embraces clean lines and modern 

elements, yet it has not entirely eschewed the 
rustic. Although there is none of the thatch or other 
materials that have come to be synonymous with 
African lodge architecture, there are nods to its 
Crocodile River location through the use of design 
echoing ruins or natural phenomena such as anthills. 
And although the function of each room is distinct 
and distinguished, the home is not disparate; 
rather, it reaches a harmonious sense of unity in the 
courtyard under the spreading milkberry tree.

O
RIGHT: The home owners selected doors and windows in matte 
bronze aluminium with clear laminated glass in both single- and 
double-glazed panels. These were installed by Inso Architectural 
Solutions, a manufacturer of bespoke aluminium doors and 
windows. The company also designs and installs frameless shower 
doors, balustrades and partitions.

INSO ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS 011 708 4443

The architect’s brief hinged on making the most 
of the river views from each of the gazebo-style 
bedrooms. These vistas have taken priority; gazing 
out, the visitor feels that the view beyond the lodge is 
more important than anything else. 

The rest of the lodge seems to take its cue from 
here: the design hints at modesty, fading into the 
landscape like a ruin that has stood its ground for 
many years. Curved walls are juxtaposed against 
clean lines to make the most of that tension, while 
materials are stripped of decoration to emphasise the 
relationship with their function: think steel exposed 
to reveal its strength, feathered plaster, packed mud 
and warm wood, all contrasting with slick materials 
such as glass.

Earthy colours – ochre, beige and burnt clay – 
reinforce the lodge’s ruin-like appearance, while 
black and dark grey have been brought in to create 
shadow play, making those signature views all the 
more striking: in these areas, the stark architecture 
becomes a mere frame to what is happening on the 
great stage outside.
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CONTACTS:
ARCHI-STUDIO ARCHITECTS – architecture, project management 
and interiors
011 432 0085, demo@archistudio.co.za, www.archistudio.co.za
INSO ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS – custom-made aluminium 
doors and windows
011 708 4443, inso@inso.co.za, www.inso.co.za
WINDOWTEC AWNINGS & BLINDS – interior and exterior blinds, 
shutters and aluminium awnings
071 657 6880, sales1@windowtec, www.windowtec.co.za
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WINDOWTEC AWNINGS & BLINDS 071 657 6880
LEFT: The Blind Designs 50mm Venetian Blind in Rough 
Sawn finish was fitted by Windowtec Awnings & Blinds, 
Nelspruit. As a natural product, every slat has a unique 
appearance, adding to the beauty of this window treatment.


